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ABSTRACT 
 
Modeling of magnetic susceptibility distribution within the 3D rock volume of the Vendôme 
Sud Project was performed based on available airborne magnetic data in order to provide a 
better understanding of the geometry of magnetic rocks possibly related to the Ni-Cu 
mineralization and to its intrusive host rocks at the Vendôme No.2 historic deposit.  Based 
on this model and a compilation of historic drill holes and other geoscience data, several 
exploration targets were defined at the property scale. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At the request of Black Widow Resources Inc., represented by its President and CEO, Mr. 
Neil Novak, Dynamic Discovery Geoscience was contracted to perform 3D magnetic data 
modelling for the Vendôme Sud Property (Figure 1).  Analysis of these results together with 
other data available for the area was carried out with the objective of outlining prospective 
zones, with a particular focus on the area surrounding the historic magmatic Cu-Ni deposit 
referred to as “Vendôme No.2 (Mogador)” in Québec’s Ministère de l’Énergie et des 
Ressources Naturelles (MERN) files.   
 
To this end, the following steps were performed: 

• Creation of a 3D magnetic susceptibility model from inversion of airborne magnetic data 

using a standard inversion technique; 

• Creation of a 3D magnetic susceptibility model from inversion of airborne magnetic data 

using a magnetic vector inversion (MVI) technique; 

• Formatting of diamond drill hole (DDH) data collected from MERN databases, and 

computation of DDH traces, geology and mineralization in 3D. 

• Compilation of these models in a single 3D working environment, together with other 

data available, for a complete analysis in order to better understand relationships 

between 3D magnetic models and the geology and mineralization intersected in DDHs; 

• Identification of exploration targets in general, and, in particular for the “Vendôme No.2 

(Mogador)” area extensively drilled, of the best zone for possible additional 

mineralization;  

 
Figure 1:  General location of the Vendôme Sud Project 
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II. VENDÔME SUD PROJECT 

The Vendôme Sud Project is located about 5 km south-west of the town of Barraute 
(Figure 2).  The Project can be accessed using the Chemin du Mont-Vidéo and other 
secondary roads and trails.  It is located within NTS map sheet 032C05. 
 
 
Figure 2:  Regional location of the Vendôme Sud Project 
 

 
 
The Property consists of a block of 25 mineral claims, which are shown in Figure 3 and listed 
in Table 1.  The area that has been the subject of the magnetic modelling work covers all 
these claims.  It is shown in purple in the figure and coordinates of the outline are listed in 
Appendix A.  The MERN reports two historic features of interest in its database of showings 
and deposits: the “Canadian Shield” Au showing, which relates to mineralized intersections 
of hole F1-92-1 (1.37 g/t Au over 0.91m and 1.2 g/t Au over 1.52m), and the “Vendôme 
No.2 (Mogador)” deposit (hereafter referred to as Vendôme No.2), for which there are 
mentions of 317,518T @ 0.82% Ni – 0.68% Cu. 
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Figure 3:  Vendôme Sud mineral claims, work location and DDH traces 
 

 
 
 
Table 1: Mineral claims covered by the work 
 

Mineral claims 

2361033 2361037 2361031 2369581 2370852 

2361035 2361036 2361030 2369580 2421684 

2361034 2361040 2361029 2369584 2421685 

2361039 2361041 2369583 2370085 2383517 

2361038 2361032 2369582 2370853 2383518 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

Drill Hole data compilation 
 
Diamond drill hole (DDH) data was collected from the database managed by the MERN.  A 
total of 182 holes are reported in the area of interest for this work and within a distance of 
300 m of it.  They were drilled for several different companies from 1948 to 1992, with an 
average year of 1969. 
 
It is important to note that the DDH information contained in this database is only as 
accurate as the original report from which it has been digitized.  Moreover, in order to 
standardize DDH information in its database, the MERN also needs to summarize the data, 
which often results in some loss of details.  For instance, mineralized intersection reported 
over a specific core interval are not provided at their actual along hole distance, but rather 
within an approximate large interval relating to the summarized geology.  Knowing that 
most holes have been performed at times (only 22% of holes were drilled in 1980 or after) 
when they were usually located approximately according to local grids simply 
georeferrenced to few topographical features, and that assays were not always 
standardized, caution must be used when using this data for interpretation.  Nevertheless, 
even with the known lack of accuracy of the reported DDH information, it is still considered 
better to use this information than not for the purposes of the magnetic models’ analysis.   
 
Three main types of information have been used from the DDH database: the location and 
attitude of holes in order to plot their traces in 3D, their dominant rock type over any given 
interval and their mineralized intersections.  In all maps, sections and figures of this report, 
the geology encountered along holes is presented according to the rock types and colour 
codes shown in Figure 4.  Mineralized intersections are simply plotted as plain text. 
 
Figure 4:  Symbols and codes for Vendôme Sud rock types 
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Geophysical data available 
 
The airborne magnetic data used for the modelling work was acquired by Prospectair in 
early 2014 (Dubé, 2014a).  The survey was flown with a helicopter along lines oriented N000 
and spaced every 100 m.  The magnetic sensor was at 63 m in average.  The residual total 
magnetic intensity (TMI) resulting from this survey, as well as its first vertical derivative, are 
shown in Figure 5 and 6, respectively.  Aside from this data that was specifically used to 
perform the 3D magnetic modelling, other data were used at the step involving definition of 
exploration targets.  This general data was taken from a previous compilation and 
interpretation project carried out over the same area (Dubé, 2014b) and from the latest 
43-101 report available for the property (Théberge, 2014). 
 
Figure 5:  Residual total magnetic intensity available for the Vendôme Sud project 
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Figure 6:  First vertical derivative of the TMI available for the Vendôme Sud project 
 

 
 
Magnetic data inversion 
 
The inversion work was carried out with the VOXI modelling software supplied by Geosoft 
of Toronto.  The inversion algorithms are aimed at creating 3D models of the probable 
distribution of magnetic susceptibility distribution within the ground.  The output voxel cells 
size was chosen in accordance with the acquisition parameters thus set to 20m x 20m 
horizontally (along X and Y axis) and to 5m vertically (along the Z axis), down to the 
elevation of 150 m, where the Z cell size was then gradually increased with depth. Inversion 
iterations were carried out until the magnetic data predicted from the model fits the 
observed data with a maximum error of 1 nT. 
 
Two different types of magnetic data inversion were carried out: a standard one, which 
works with the assumption that only induced magnetism is at play, and a Magnetic Vector 
Inversion (MVI) one, which takes into account both the induced and remanent 
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magnetization effects.  The specifics of the more advanced MVI technique are well 
described by Geosoft (Ellis et al., 2012 and Macleod et al., 2013). 
 
Since remanent magnetization is very common in nature, the MVI results tend to better 
locate the magnetic sources.  However, the magnetic susceptibility values recovered from 
the standard type of inversion are usually more accurate when compared to measured 
magnetic susceptibility values of rocks, although somewhat misplaced if there is a remanent 
magnetization component involved with the magnetic source.  Given these considerations, 
only results from the MVI model are displayed on maps, sections and figures.  Results from 
the standard inversion model are rather used to guide selection of magnetic susceptibility 
values thresholds relating to rocks of interest, in particular for possible mineralization. 
 
The inversion models were created down to a depth of 1100m.  However, since shallow 
model cells are exerting a stronger control over the magnetic data compared with the 
deeper cells, magnetic susceptibility values recovered by the inversion algorithm are 
considered a lot more accurate near the surface than at depth.  Deeper cells are mostly 
controlling long wavelength anomalies.  Considering this and the fact that the Vendôme Sud 
project exploration works have mostly been concentrated at intermediate depth (600m and 
less), the models are supplied down to a depth of about 700m (at elevation -350m). 
 

IV. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MODEL RESULTS 

Standard and MVI 3D models 
 
In order to present the models results, iso-surfaces are extracted from the voxel 
representing the 3D distribution of magnetic susceptibility values within the Earth.  This has 
been done for both the standard and MVI 3D models.  Respectively, Figures 7 and 8 show 
these results in 3D, together with DDH information, in the vicinity of the Vendôme No.2 
historic deposit.  It can be clearly seen that the standard magnetic model fails to encompass 
the intermediate to ultramafic intrusive rocks, while the MVI model correlates a lot better 
to these rock formations as well as to mineralized intersections. 
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Figure 7: Standard 3D model at the historic deposit, viewed from SE under surface 
 

 
 
Figure 8: MVI 3D model at the historic deposit, viewed from SE under surface 
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This confirms that remanent magnetization affects the mineralization and/or the hosting 
intrusion and that, indeed, the MVI model results are superior for the purpose of locating 
magnetic rocks within the ground.  It validates the idea that MVI results must be used for 
further analysis and interpretation and thus that only these results are exploited in this 
report.  The contribution of the standard model resides in the fact that its magnetic 
susceptibility values relate better to measurements of magnetic susceptibility values carried 
out on rock samples, based on work from the author on other projects.  Table 2 lists the 
correspondence between the magnetic susceptibility values of the standard model, the 
magnetic amplitude outputted in the case of the MVI model, which is analogous to 
magnetic susceptibility and is referred to as MVI susceptibility, and different types of rocks.   
Correspondence between both types of magnetic models was based on comparisons of the 
volume occupied by different susceptibility threshold in the vicinity of the historic deposit. 
Typical magnetic susceptibility values for rocks of interest in the context of the Vendôme 
Sud project are available publically (Telford, 1990 and King, 2007). 
 
Table 2:  Correspondence between standard and MVI susceptibility, and rock types 
 

MVI magnetic 
susceptibility (mSI) 

Standard magnetic 
susceptibility (mSI) 

Typical type of rock in this range 

35 60 Mineralization with pyrrhotite or ultramafic rocks 

24 40 Mineralization with some pyrrhotite or mafic igneous rocks 

8 15 Intermediate to mafic igneous rocks 

2 4 Any rock slightly magnetic 

 
Results presentation 
 
The 3D model of MVI susceptibility is presented in several different ways.  First of all, it is 
presented as 3D images.  Figures 9 and 10 show the magnetic 3D model over the entire area 
of interest.  Iso-surfaces of 2 (light gray), 8 (light yellow), 24 (orange) and 35 mSI (red) are 
shown.  Figures 11 and 12 show a zoomed version of the same model in the area of the 
Vendôme No.2 historic deposit, for which the 2 mSI iso-surface has been removed given the 
stronger magnetic values in the area. 
 
Plan views of the results extracted as horizontal slices at 25, 50, 100, 200, 300 and 500 m 
depth were also created.  They are shown individually on maps, together with DDH 
information within some vertical interval of the slice (specified in map titles).  They are also 
shown on Figures 13 to 18, without DDH information for matters of clarity.  On each of 
these products MVI susceptibility contours are shown at 2, 8, 16 and 32 mSI levels. 
 
Finally, since a lot of drill holes are found in the vicinity of the Vendôme No.2 historic 
deposit, and since the 3D MVI model is easier to analyze by considering the information 
along several 2D vertical sections, 11 vertical sections spaced every 100m, and numbered 
from 100E to 1100E have been created.  Note that each section considers DDH information 
within 50m on either side of the section (orthogonal to it).  Their locations are shown in 
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orange on Figure 19 and on the Geophysical Targets map, which will be introduced later.  
Figure 20 shows the central vertical profile (section 600E) as an example. 
 
Figure 9: Overall 3D view of the MVI susceptibility model viewed from south 
 

 
 
 
Figure 10: Overall 3D view of the MVI susceptibility model viewed from east 
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Figure 11: 3D view of the MVI susceptibility model at the historic deposit, from south 
 

 
 
 
Figure 12: 3D view of the MVI susceptibility model at the historic deposit, from east 
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Figure 13:  MVI susceptibility model sliced at 25m depth 
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Figure 14:  MVI susceptibility model sliced at 50m depth 
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Figure 15:  MVI susceptibility model sliced at 100m depth 
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Figure 16:  MVI susceptibility model sliced at 200m depth 
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Figure 17:  MVI susceptibility model sliced at 300m depth 
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Figure 18:  MVI susceptibility model sliced at 500m depth 
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Figure 19:  Vertical sections location 
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Figure 20:  Vertical section 600E 
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V. ANALYSIS AND EXPLORATION TARGETS DEFINITION 

Analysis of the data has been carried out with two objectives in mind.  The main objective 
was to better characterize the magnetic source in the vicinity of the historic Vendôme No.2 
deposit, and to analyze DDH information to try to identify unexplored areas with some 
potential to host additional mineralisation.  A second objective was to revisit exploration 
targets previously defined within the property limits with the contribution of the newly 
compiled DDH information and magnetic 3D model results. 
 
Analysis of the 3D MVI model at Vendôme No.2  
 
Several observations can be made on the Vendôme No.2 magnetic source from the 3D 
magnetic model.  The main magnetic source is globally striking NW-SE over about 500m, 
from section 400E to 900E.  It is located close to surface from section 500E to 800E.  It 
appears to be dipping towards the NE, and plunging towards the SE.  Near surface, the main 
magnetic body has not been properly tested on sections 400E and 500E.  An apophysis to 
the main magnetic body seems to be running to the north-east of northeaster most drill 
collars, from section 600E to 800E and has yet to be verified.  At depth, the main magnetic 
source as not been worked much down dip, towards the northeast and east.  
 
Other secondary magnetic sources are found in the area.  The strongest one is located near 
the Chemin du Mont-Vidéo road, from section 100E to 300E, and has not been properly 
investigated on section 300E.  Another one runs along the same road from section 400E to 
800E, where it then curves toward to south to become stronger on section 900E, where it 
should be investigated, and then weaker again on sections 1000E and 1100E. 
 
When taking a closer look at the geology and mineralization encountered in the drill holes, 
it appears that most mineralized intersections are located in the transition zone between 
the strongly and weakly magnetic rocks, to the SW of the main magnetic source.  This also 
generally corresponds to a transition area between intermediate/mafic/ultramafic intrusive 
rocks and felsic/intermediate volcanic rocks.  This suggests that the strong magnetic 
response observed in the area is dominated by the mafic and ultramafic intrusions, and that 
the mineralization itself does not contribute that much to the response.  This indicates that 
whenever a magnetic source is being investigated based on the 3D model results, drilling 
should continue until the contact zone between magnetic highs and lows is reached and 
passed.  It is worth noting that some mafic intrusive rocks do not always appear significantly 
magnetic further away from the main magnetic source.  This and the lack of apparent 
response from the mineralization are pointed out by King (2007) for other Ni-Cu magnetic 
deposits in Canada, which brings him to consider gravity as a better guide to Ni-Cu 
mineralization and its host rock than magnetics alone. 
 
It is also interesting to note that some Au intersections were obtained in intermediate 
intrusive rocks near contacts with volcanics, which indicates that the area may also be 
fertile for other types of mineralization. 
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Exploration targets definition at the project scale 
 
As part of a previous compilation, interpretation and targeting project based on all 
geophysical data available at the time for the Vendôme Sud Property (Dubé, 2014b), 9 
exploration targets or group of targets had been defined within the area of interest for the 
current work.  The additional information brought by the complete compilation of DDH 
information and the newly created 3D magnetic model has enabled the addition of 2 new 
targets and the update of some of the existing ones. 
 
Figure 21 shows all of the 11 exploration targets (burgundy dashed lines) defined in the 
area.  Each target is identified by an ID number followed by a number in brackets, which 
relates to the priority given to the target.  The number 1 is prioritized over the number 2.  
Overall, only target 9 has been considered of first priority. 
 
Figure 21: Geophysical exploration targets and area proposed for additional surveying 
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Each of the 11 targets is briefly described here. 
 
Target 1 aims at a group of weak TDEM anomalies, some of which are associated to weak 
magnetic anomalies, or to interpreted structures.  Historic drill holes were implemented in 
the area, with no reported mineralization, but a few anomalies remain untested. 
 
Target 2 includes a group of weak TDEM anomalies partly associated to magnetic anomalies 
and to interpreted structures.  None of these were investigated by previous drilling. 
 
Target 3 contains a few weak TDEM anomalies with no correlation to magnetic data. No 
historic drill holes were performed in the area. 
 
Target 4 aims at a single weak TDEM anomaly, located at the very edge of the Property 
limit, with no correlation to magnetic data.  No historic drill holes were performed in the 
area.  Moreover, the hole XX-6, which is located 400m east of this target, as intersected 5.5 
g/t Au and 22 ppm Ag over 0.3m. 
 
Target 5 includes a group of magnetic anomalies associated to a weak ZTEM conductor.  A 
few drill holes were performed in the area in the past.  One of the holes, named E-5 and 
located near a magnetic anomaly seen in the 3D model at the north end of this target, did 
intersect 2.5% Zn and 2.0% Pb over 0.6m. 
 
Target 6 aims at a group of magnetic anomalies associated to weak ZTEM conductors.  No 
historic drill holes were performed in the area. 
 
Target 7 includes several types of targets.  A weak TDEM anomaly is found just west of the 
“Canadian Shield” gold showing.  Magnetic anomalies also extend from this showing 
towards the north and towards the south-east, some of which appear partly associated to 
weak ZTEM conductors.  Finally, a few weak magnetic lineaments and a few interpreted 
structures are found in the area.  All these features have some potential to relate to gold 
mineralization. 
 
Target 8 includes a magnetic anomaly associated to a weak ZTEM conductor.  A few drill 
holes were performed in the western part of this target, but most of it remains untested. 
 
Target 9 consists in the area of the Vendôme No.2 historic deposit that is deemed to 
deserve further investigation at depth based on the 3D magnetic model.  Given the 
significance of the potential of the area to host additional mineralization, investigation of 
this anomaly is highly prioritized. 
 
Target 10 is a newly defined target which aims at two magnetic anomalies located 
immediately to the west of the drill hole 27 which intersected 2.0% Zn over 0.9m.  No 
historic drill holes were performed in the area. 
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Target 11 is a newly defined target that includes a single weak TDEM anomaly located over 
an interpreted structure.  It is located within 200m of the hole E-23 which intersected 8.2% 
Pb and 3.5% Zn over 0.6m.  This anomaly has never been investigated by previous drilling. 
 
 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The work carried out here has shown that several zones of the 3D magnetic source found in 
the area of the Vendôme No.2 historic deposit are yet to be drill tested and could 
potentially host additional mineralization.  However, given the fact that the 3D magnetic 
model correlates mostly with mafic and ultramafic intrusive rocks, and that the Ni-Cu 
mineralization itself is rather located in the weak to strong magnetic rocks transition zone 
to the southwest, it is believed that incorporation of additional data relating to the density 
of the rocks would help to better locate the mineralization and its hosting intrusion.  Use of 
the gravity method is outlined as a helpful approach by King (2007) in the search for 
magmatic Ni-Cu mineralization, especially in this case where all airborne EM methods used 
have failed to detect conductors over the historic deposit.  It is therefore recommended to 
carry out a combined ground gravity and magnetic survey over the area outlined with pink 
dashed lines on the Geophysical Targets map and Figure 21.  For increased resolution, the 
surveys should be carried out along lines spaced every 50m.  The gravity survey should be 
acquired with stations spaced every 50m along the lines, with some in-fill stations at 25m 
over and near the areas of strong magnetic anomalies.  With this new data available, it will 
then be possible to refine the 3D magnetic model, to create a new, independent, 3D density 
model, and even to perform joint inversions of both datasets in order to test the 
assumption of a common source that is both denser and with a higher magnetic 
susceptibility. 
 
In the event that additional drilling is performed in the area, it is recommended to perform 
drill core magnetic susceptibility measurements (could also be done for other physical 
properties such as density, electrical conductivity and chargeability), which will help 
understanding the types of rocks dominating the magnetic response and thus a better 
interpretation of the 3D magnetic model, and possibly lead to the additions of constraints 
to the model to refine it further.  Also, if deep drill holes are implemented to test the 
continuity of the mineralization at depth, it is recommended to plan for a borehole deep 
penetrating TDEM survey to probe for possible conductors at depth.   
 
Although of secondary interest, other exploration targets defined in this report could 
eventually be investigated further with basic prospecting methods at first and with the 
possible support of resistivity/IP data acquisition. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

The inversion of available airborne magnetic data enabled the creation of 3D models of 
magnetic susceptibility distribution for the Vendôme Sud Project, with both standard and 
MVI inversion techniques.  Compilation of historical diamond drill holes data has helped 
interpreting the magnetic model results.  The MVI model successfully outlined known 
intermediate, mafic and ultramafic intrusive rocks in the area of the Vendôme No.2 historic 
deposit.  At the property scale, the compilation of DDH data with the 3D MVI model and of 
other geoscience data enabled the definition and update of several exploration targets.  The 
main objectives of the work scope have therefore been met. 
 
The lack of direct correlation between strong magnetic sources and known mineralization of 
the Vendôme No.2 historic deposit prompts for the acquisition of ground gravity and 
magnetic data in the area, which will maximize the chances to better define the Ni-Cu 
mineralization and its intrusive host.  Other recommendations were provided, such as 
acquisition of drill core physical properties data, should drilling be resumed in the area, and 
ground follow-up of other exploration targets within the property. 
 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

                                                     
____________________                                                                                                                                   
Joël Dubé, P.Eng.   
April 25th 2016 
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VIII. DELIVERABLES 

The maps created to present the available data and the results from the 3D magnetic 
modelling are summarized in Table 3.  All maps are referred to NAD-83 in the UTM 
projection Zone 18 North, with coordinates in metres.  Maps are at a 1:10,000 scale while 
vertical sections are at a 1:4,000 scale, and they are provided in PDF, PNG, GeoTiff and 
Geosoft MAP formats.   
 
Table 3:  Delivered maps 
 

No. Nom Description 

1 DEM Location of worked area, mineral claims and DDHs 

2 TMI+Susceptibility_Contours Total Magnetic Intensity and MVI suscept. contours at 50m 

3 FVD+Susceptibility_Contours First Vertical Derivative of TMI and MVI suscept. contours at 50m 

4 MVIsusceptibility_25mDepth MVI susceptibility at 25m 

5 MVIsusceptibility_50mDepth MVI susceptibility at 50m 

6 MVIsusceptibility_100mDepth MVI susceptibility at 100m 

7 MVIsusceptibility_200mDepth MVI susceptibility at 200m 

8 MVIsusceptibility_300mDepth MVI susceptibility at 300m 

9 MVIsusceptibility_500mDepth MVI susceptibility at 500m 

10 Targets+Recommendations 
Exploration targets, recommended area for additional work and 
MVI suscept. contours at 50m 

 
Grids created for mapping purposes are included in the deliverables.  They are referenced 
to NAD-83 in the UTM projection Zone 18 North, with coordinates in metres.  They are 
provided in Geosoft GRD format, with a 20m grid cell size. 
 
The 3D magnetic models are also supplied as 3D Voxels and as 3D maps in Geosoft formats.  
Note that the vertical (Z) elevation values of the models are given with respect to Mean Sea 
Level (MSL) elevation (orthometric heights).  The SI (Système International) units are used 
to express the magnetic susceptibility values within the 3D models.  However, in this 
document, the mSI units are used (read milli-SI, equivalent to SI*1E3). 
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XI. Appendix A – Outline of the modelling work 

 

Easting Northing 

300013 5362779 
300055 5363920 
299816 5364261 
299283 5364279 
299223 5364327 
298831 5364372 
298830 5366125 
302763 5365995 
302640 5362686 

 


